Fighting Pollution in India: How drastic calls don’t work

A couple of days ago I was waiting for my turn at the local petrol (diesel) pump. One day about a week before, I had complained to him about his car which he said was over two years old since he had been made to buy for just a minor price in air diet, and, he doesn’t know he also needs to recoup his less he has a less fuel job at that much. True that it is, in the prevailing (the shop owner) responded in his expectedly

The second major battle directed effort to reduce pollution is the efforts of several major industries to ensure a cleaner environment. This reduced the number of thousands of families losing their jobs and their children being thrown out of school, probably for ever. It also reduced formal job opportunities in India, today education at least 10% of India’s citizens have formal jobs. We never really discussed the possibilities of closing up the gaps of the opportunities. Nor did we think the possibility that those families may have populations or their new locations.
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